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Abstract

We examine the interaction between implicit incentives, such as career concerns, arising
from non-contractible information and explicit incentive contracts. Renegotiation of long-term
contracts implicitly aggregates the same non-contractible information that gives rise to career
concerns such that the resulting aggregate can be effectively contracted on. This implicit ag-
gregation of the non-contractible information is determined by the (contractible) performance
measures used in explicit contracts and is thus fixed, but the incentive weights on the implicit
aggregate can be adjusted along with the weights on the contractible performance measures.
Career concerns also implicitly aggregate the non-contractible information in a fixed way, but
the corresponding incentive weights are fixed externalities in the contracting process. Total
managerial incentives include both the fixed effects of career concerns and the controllable
incentives on the effectively contractible aggregate. When the controllable incentives span the
fixed effects of career concerns, the latter have no real effects with regard to total managerial
incentives—they would optimally be the same with or without career concerns. In partic-
ular, this happens when the non-contractible information that gives rise to career concerns
is effectively contractible. Long-term contracts with renegotiation dominate time-consistent
short-term contracts because the latter can only generate fixed incentives on the same implicit
aggregate of non-contractible information, and these fixed incentives are a contracting exter-
nality similar to career concerns.
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I Introduction

Non-contractible information implicitly enters managerial incentives (Hayes and Shaefer 2000)

through a variety of mechanisms: career concerns (Holmström 1999), contract renegotiation (Her-

malin and Katz 1991), or subjective performance evaluation (MacLeod 2003). However, explicit

incentive contracts are widespread and ultimately what matters are the total incentives. How do

implicit incentives based on non-contractible information interact with explicit incentives based on

contractible information to produce total (effective) incentives?

In this study, implicit incentives originate from the effect of non-contractible information on

future contracting terms. Favorable performance may lead to lower future compensation when

performance targets are revised upward (ratchet effect), or to higher future compensation when

beliefs about managerial ability are revised upward (career concerns). We will use career concerns

as a generic term when referring to these types of implicit incentives despite their different origins.

The effect of non-contractible information on future contracting terms may also be based on

promises made in the form of long-term term contracts. In this case, contract renegotiation implic-

itly aggregates non-contractible information into an effectively contractible aggregate, as opposed

to career concerns also implicitly aggregating non-contractible information, but into an aggregate

that is not effectively contractible because its incentive effects are fixed. Thus, the implicit manage-

rial incentives arising from non-contractible information consist of fixed incentives due to career

concerns and controllable incentives due to contract renegotiation. Left unchecked, career con-

cerns arising from non-contractible information give rise to (potentially inefficient) non-congruent

incentives and an associated risk premium. But the ultimate effect of career concerns depends on

the total implicit incentives and on how these can be controlled via explicit contractual incentives.

Explicit incentives add to implicit incentives and complete the total managerial incentives.

But explicit contractual incentives serve a dual role: they provide explicit managerial incentives

and generate controllable implicit incentives through contract renegotiation. The principal thus

gains an additional set of (effectively) contractible performance measures that are valuable because

because they allow the principal to fine-tune risk premia in incentive contracts and improve the
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congruity of performance measurement in multi-task settings (Feltham and Xie 1994).

Career concerns are the implicit incentives generated when future compensation depends on

assessed managerial ability, which in turn depends on current output. Hence, absent explicit in-

centive compensation as in Fama (1980) or Holmström (1999), the agent has implicit incentives to

increase output due to its impact on perceived ability.1,2 These implicit incentives are fixed by the

career concerns mechanism (labor market) and are externalities from the point of view of explicit

incentive contracting. The labor market’s beliefs about managerial ability are an implicit aggrega-

tion of the observable information that provides managerial incentives depending on how much of

the expected value of managerial ability can be captured by the manager. Both the implicit aggre-

gation and the corresponding incentives of career concerns are fixed incentive effects determined

by the labor market.

Renegotiation of long-term contracts also creates implicit incentives based on observing non-

contractible information at renegotiation time. Observation of the non-contractible information

alters future performance expectations and partially ‘locks-in’ at renegotiation time some of the

manager’s future compensation. Thus, ex ante, the manager has incentives to affect the non-

contractible information. Consequently, expectations of future compensation implicitly aggregate

the non-contractible information. However, whereas this implicit aggregation is determined by

the available (contractible) performance measures, and therefore fixed, the principal controls the

incentive weights. By offering initial incentive rates on the contractible performance measures

that are later renegotiated, the principal can determine some of the ‘locked-in’ compensation at

renegotiation time, and thus control the incentive weights on the implicit aggregation.

Within a LEN setting similar to that commonly employed in the career concerns literature,

we first demonstrate that renegotiation of a long-term contract effectively allows contracting on

1Uncertainty concerning managerial ability has been shown to affect pay for performance sensitivity in both
adverse selection and career concerns settings. For example, when managers have private information about their
own ability, output is used to provide incentives and to screen managers for ability, as in Arya and Mittendorf (2005)
or Dutta (2008). In contrast, a career concerns setting is characterized by symmetric uncertainty about managerial
ability—both the manager and the labor market learn about managerial ability from observing output.

2Dewatripont, Jewitt, and Tirole (1999) rank information systems, and Arya and Mittendorf (2011) consider
the desirability of aggregated versus disaggregated performance information when incentives can only be provided
through career concerns.
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an implicit aggregation of the unverifiable information and we characterize a minimal effectively

contractible aggregation.3 As a particular case, we obtain conditions under which all the unverifi-

able information is effectively contractible through renegotiation, thus eliminating any real effects

of career concerns as in Gibbons and Murphy (1992).4 Finally, we derive conditions under which

career concerns have no real effects even when the unverifiable information is not effectively con-

tractible. This is the case when contract renegotiation allows the principal sufficient control over

incentives (through the effectively contractible aggregation) to achieve the same total incentives

with and without fixed implicit incentives.

Non-contractible information and renegotiation of long-term contracts are the two key features

of the model because, when all performance information is contractible, short-term contracts with

interim participation constraints are equivalent to renegotiating a long-term contract. By contrast,

with non-contractible information, there is value to long-term contracting.

We contribute to the literature on career concerns and managerial incentives as follows. First,

we characterize an implicit aggregation of the non-contractible information that is effectively con-

tractible through renegotiation of long-term contracts. This extends the analysis in Hermalin and

Katz (1991) to cases where there are multiple signals and the non-contractible information can

only be partially contracted on.

In our study, the implicit information aggregation that is effectively contractible is a forecast

of future contractible performance measures based on the observed unverifiable information. The

effective contractibility of these forecasts through contract renegotiation relies on the confirma-

tory role of (backward-looking) contractible information. This provides another instance where

accounting-based performance measures play a confirmatory role, a point emphasized previously

3The career concerns model introduced by Holmström (1999) and widely adopted in the literature relies on nor-
mally distributed information with a simple linear separable structure but exogenously specifies career concerns with-
out including optimal incentive contracts. Gibbons and Murphy (1992) and Meyer and Vickers (1997) include optimal
contracts along with career concerns but within a LEN framework that is consistent with the normally distributed
information in Holmström (1999).

4Following Gibbons and Murphy (1992), implicit incentives have been examined in a contracting setting assum-
ing the performance information is also directly contractible, noting the equivalence—within a LEN framework of
linear contracts, exponential agent utility, and normally distributed performance measures—of short-term contracts
and renegotiation-proof long-term contracts, see Meyer and Vickers (1997), Christensen, Feltham, and Şabac (2003),
Şabac (2008).
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in agency models with disclosure of (non-contractible) private managerial information (Dye 1983,

Stocken 2000, Gigler and Hemmer 2001, Şabac and Tian 2015). Our setting is different, but, as

in the disclosure literature, observing the non-contractible information alters the distribution of the

contractible information, allowing the latter to play a confirmatory role.

Second, we show that observing the effectively contractible aggregate of the non-contractible

information can be substituted for observing the non-contractible information without affecting

the agency (i.e., is an incentive sufficient aggregate) if, and only if, career concerns have no real

effects. An incentive sufficient aggregate requires less than explicit contractibility of all informa-

tion as assumed by Gibbons and Murphy (1992), or effective contractibility of non-contractible

information, as obtained in Hermalin and Katz (1991), but with the same effect of neutralizing

(spanning) fixed implicit incentives.

When all information is contractible, career concerns based on it can be neutralized: the ex-

plicit contractual incentives are adjusted so that the total incentives, including those from career

concerns, are the same as the optimal incentives absent career concerns. In this case, career con-

cerns have no real effects on managerial actions or the principal’s surplus—career concerns only

affect how total incentives are split between implicit and explicit incentives.5

Consequently, given explicit incentive contracts, career concerns have real effects on total in-

centives and managerial actions only when based on non-contractible information. For example,

any ‘soft’ firm- or industry-specific information will be unverifiable and non-contractible because

only information verifiable in court will be included in a contract as inclusion of unverifiable infor-

mation would leave the contract unenforceable. Kaarbøe and Olsen (2006, 2008), Autrey, Dikolli,

and Newman (2007, 2010) address the efficacy of alternative information structures combining

contractible and non-contractible information when career concerns are present.

Third, we contribute to the career concerns literature by providing necessary conditions for the

robustness of results to the introduction of long term contracts: the non-contractible information

5The effect of output on contemporaneous compensation—explicit incentives—and the effect of current output
on future compensation—implicit incentives—combine to produce total (effective) incentives. In Gibbons and Mur-
phy (1992) ability is transferable and constant; as a consequence implicit incentives are strong early in an agent’s
career but weaken over time—to compensate, explicit incentives are strengthened as the agent’s career matures.
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should be informative about managerial ability beyond what is already embedded in forecasts of

future (contractible) managerial performance. Otherwise, career concerns have no real effects, and

thus results driven by the inefficiencies of career concerns incentives no longer hold.

When all information is contractible, the restriction to short-term contracts subject to interim

participation constraints commonly used in career concerns models is innocuous because there is

no value to long-term contracting.6 But in the presence of non-contractible information, the re-

striction to short-term contracts—employed in the studies above combining contractible and non-

contractible information—is no longer innocuous because the renegotiation driving career con-

cerns can also be a means to effectively contract on unverifiable information if contracts are long

term (Hermalin and Katz 1991).7 That is, allowing renegotiation of long-term contracts matters

significantly for incentives arising from career concerns and, thus, whether the results in the above

mentioned papers continue to hold.

Our findings apply more broadly to incentive externalities that arise from renegotiating long-

term contracts after observing unverifiable information. These are implicit incentives that the prin-

cipal cannot control. If output can be contracted on, then it can be used both to assess managerial

ability and to provide incentives, as in Gibbons and Murphy (1992) or Meyer and Vickers (1997).

If managerial ability is transferable and there is competition in the labor market, the agent reaps

all the benefits from leaving a positive impression. However, even if ability is firm-specific and

thus not transferable, the contracts could still depend on the principal’s beliefs about the manager’s

ability. This occurs in models with renegotiation and sharing of the surplus by the principal and

the agent based on bargaining power (Meyer and Vickers 1997) and in models with renegotiation

of long-term contracts or short-term fair contracts (Christensen et al. 2003 and Indjejikian and

Nanda 1999).

6Short-term contracts do not generally sustain an equilibrium where the manager stays with the firm for multiple
periods. A multi-period agency where the agent stays for several periods can be examined either by imposing interim
participation constraints for the manager with short-term contracts, or by using long-term contracts (Christensen et
al. 2003).

7If short-term contracts are negotiated every period and if current performance is informative about future per-
formance, then current performance will affect the terms of subsequent contracts. With short-term contracts, the way
current performance enters future contracts cannot be controlled by the principal, but when all performance informa-
tion is contractible any expected effect on future compensation can be neutralized.
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II Principal-agent model with non-contractible information

We use a two-period version of the single-period multi-task LEN model of Holmström and Mil-

grom (1991) and Feltham and Xie (1994). A risk neutral principal owns a production technology

that requires productive effort on m tasks at = (at1, at2, . . . , atm) ∈ Rm from a risk and effort

averse agent in each of the two periods t = 1, 2.8 The agent has exponential utility of terminal

wealth with multiplicatively separable effort cost u(w, a1, a2) = − exp(−r(w − κ(a1)− κ(a2))),

where w is the agent’s terminal wealth, κ(at) is a strictly convex function of the agent’s action

representing the agent’s personal effort cost in period t, and r is the agent’s risk aversion.9

The single-dimensional output for a given level of agent effort at is Πt = bt(at) + ζt, t = 1, 2,

where ζ = (ζ1, ζ2) is a vector of zero-mean joint normally distributed noise terms independent of

the agent’s actions at. The principal’s expected benefit of agent effort is a weakly concave function

bt(at) of the agent’s actions in the two periods. The agent’s actions at are unobservable and, hence,

non-contractible.

A vector yt of n performance measures is reported in each period, i.e., yt = (yt1, yt2, . . . , ytn),

t = 1, 2. The performance measures are joint normally distributed with yt = Mtat + εt, where

εt ∼ N(0,Σεt). Here, Mt is an n × m matrix of sensitivities of the n performance measures

to managerial effort on the m tasks, and Σεt is the n × n variance-covariance matrix of the n

performance measures. The vectors of noise terms εt have mean zero, and their distribution is

independent of at. The output Πt may or may not be observable and contractible; if it is observed,

it is contractible and assumed to be part of the performance measure yt.

A set of k ≤ n non-contractible signals z = Ma1 + δ is observed at the same time as y1. Here,

M is the k ×m matrix of sensitivities of the k non-contractible signals to managerial effort on the

8In what follows, we use the following vector and matrix algebra notation. Vectors are thought of as column
vectors in all cases, and the scalar product of two vectors a and b in Rm is denoted by a · b. For a matrix M =
[mij ]1≤i≤n,1≤j≤m with n rows and m columns, we do not distinguish between the matrix and the associated linear
operator M : Rm −→ Rn defined by Mb = (

∑
1≤j≤mmijbj)1≤i≤n. We denote the transpose matrix as M∗, the

same as the adjoint operator. Throughout the paper we use A∗a · b = a ·Ab and (AB)∗ = B∗A∗.
9We assume a single consumption date and no discounting for simplicity. Our results carry over with minor

modifications to a model with time-additive utility, multiple consumption dates, and discounting, while their qualita-
tive nature remains unchanged; for details, see Dutta and Reichelstein (1999), Christensen, Feltham, Hofmann, and
Şabac (2003), and Şabac (2007, 2008).
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m tasks in the first period. The distribution of δ is independent of at, and δ ∼ N(0,Σδ). The noise

terms εt and δ may be correlated with each other, or with the output noise ζt.

To reconcile the model with traditional career concerns models, these noise terms may include

an unobservable and persistent component θ termed “managerial ability.” This is the usual inter-

pretation, but more generally θ can be any uncertain persistent characteristic that is not contractible

and introduces incentive externalities into the agency. The contractible performance measures yt

and the non-contractible signals z may be correlated with and, thus, be informative about θ.

The contracts offered to the agent are restricted to be linear functions of the contractible per-

formance measures with coefficients possibly depending on past observable information. The

contracts are determined either by short-term linear contracts subject to interim participation con-

straints or by long-term linear contracts subject to renegotiation. The linearity of conditional ex-

pectations with normal distributions, exponential utility, and linear initial contracts ensure (as we

will see below) that the agent’s final wealth w will be normally distributed. Hence, the agent’s

preferences have a mean-variance representation given by the agent’s certainty equivalent

CEt(w|a) = Et[w|a]− 1
2
rvart(w)− κ(a1) + κ(a2) , (1)

where Et and vart denote expectation and variance, respectively, conditional on information avail-

able at date at date t ∈ {0, 1}.

Short-term contracts

A short-term contract wt specifies a payment wt = ft+vt ·yt at date t, so with short-term contracts

the agent’s terminal wealth is w = w1 + w2, see Figure 1.

If neither the principal nor the agent can commit for several periods, there are no equilibria

where the agent stays for more than one period when managerial ability is non-transferable (Chris-

tensen et al. 2003). This problem is avoided if the agent commits to stay for multiple periods,

but restrictions must be imposed on the principal at each contracting date, so the agent does not
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date 0 date 1 date 2

contract action signals contract action signal consumption
w1 a1 y1, z w2 a2 y2 w = w1 + w2

Figure 1: Time line for short-term contracts.

commit to slavery. As in the dynamic agency and career concerns literature, we assume the agent

commits to stay with the firm for multiple periods, and we specify the participation constraints

exogenously. First, at the start of the second period,

CE1(w2|â1, â2) ≥ B E1[θ|â1] , (2)

where ât represent the actions the agent expects (or is expected by the principal) to take in equi-

librium, the subscript on E1 denotes expectations conditional on date t = 1 information, and θ

is managerial ability. The parameter B exogenously specifies the impact of perceived manage-

rial ability on the manager’s reservation certainty equivalent. Second, the agent’s participation

constraint at the initial date is

CE(w1 + w2|â1, â2) ≥ 0 , (3)

The manager’s expected ability plays no role at the initial date because it has an ex ante expected

value of zero. The participation constraints (2) and (3) determine the agent’s fixed wages and are

both binding in equilibrium. 10

10The participation constraints at the interim and initial dates can be generalized to

(1−B2)CE1(w2|â1, â2) ≥ B1E1[θ|â1] +B2E1[Π2 − w2|â1, â2] and
(1−B2)CE(w1 + w2|â1, â2) ≥ B2E[Π1 + Π2 − (w1 + w2)|â1, â2], respectively.

HereB2 exogenously specifies the division of expected surplus between the agent and the principal. These generalized
participation constraints include, in addition to those mentioned in the text, additional settings from the literature.
First, B1 = 0, B2 = 1 corresponds to Gibbons and Murphy (1992), where the agent captures the entire surplus;
second, B1 = 0, B2 = b ∈ [0, 1] corresponds to Meyer and Vickers (1997), where the principal and the agent
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Our participation constraints include as particular cases several settings used in the literature

in the context of career concerns. The case B = 1 corresponds to the career concerns model of

Holmström (1999), where the agent captures the expected value of his ability. Specifically, in these

types of models, the agent is risk-neutral and the wage in each period is equal to the expectation

of managerial ability at the start of the period, wt = Et−1[θ|ât]; the only performance information

available to the labor market is the output in each period, Πt = at + θ + ζt. Thus, if we further

impose the restriction vt = 0, that is, the agent only receives a fixed wage, we get exactly a two-

period version of Holmström’s model. A multi-task version of the Holmström career concerns

model is analyzed by Dewatripont et al. (1999), who allow wt = E[θ|zt−1, ât] for a vector of tasks

ât, an arbitrary vector of non-contractible signals zt−1, and a scalar managerial ability parameter θ.

The case B = 0 corresponds to the fair contracts in Indjejikian and Nanda (1999) and Chris-

tensen et al. (2003), where the principal captures all the surplus. In this case, the agent’s reservation

certainty equivalent is zero at each date t = 1, 2. While we distinguish between the performance

measures yt and the output Πt, we can include as particular cases the studies above where the out-

put is the only contractible performance measure, that is yt = Πt, as well as a more general case

where the output Πt is only one of the available performance measures.

share the surplus. Specifically, in these models, the agent is risk-averse, the output is the only available performance
measure, and is contractible. In Gibbons and Murphy (1992), with B1 = 0, B2 = 1, we get E1[w2] = E1[Π2]
and E[w1 + w2] = E[Π1 + Π2] because the agent’s expected wage cannot exceed the principal’s expected benefit
and, in this case equals the expected benefit due to assumed perfect competition between principals. In Meyer and
Vickers (1997, p. 559, p. 562–563), the agent’s second-period reservation certainty equivalent is bounded from below
by a share b of the total certainty equivalent TCE2 = CE1(w2) + E1[Π2 − w2], that is, the total between the agent’s
certainty equivalent and the principal’s expected benefit net of compensation costs; in other words, this is the “total
pie” available for sharing and b can be thought of as the agent’s exogenous bargaining power. At the initial date,
Meyer and Vickers (1997) assume a fixed reservation certainty equivalent, that is, b = 0. Since the parameter B2 in
our model, which corresponds to the bargaining power b in their model, is exogenous, we assume for consistency the
same value of B2 in both participation constraints. This also makes the model consistent with the one in Gibbons and
Murphy (1992), where B2 = 1 at both dates. The general formulation of the interim participation constraint combines
managerial human capital and external labor market influences through the parameter B1 and sharing of the surplus
between principal and agent through the parameter B2. However, as implicit incentives arising from surplus sharing
are qualitatively similar to those arising from career concerns, we restrict attention only to the latter by settingB2 = 0.
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Long-term contracts

A long-term linear contract at date t = 0 is a take-it-or-leave-it offer by the principal wI = fI +

vI1 · y1 + vI2 · y2. Once the initial contract is accepted, we assume for simplicity that the principal

and the agent are committed to employment in both periods.11 In exchange for the commitment to

employment for both periods, the principal commits to making a “fair” linear renegotiation offer at

date t = 1 to the agent, wR = fR + vR2 · y2, where fR and vR2 may depend on t = 1 information,

see Figure 2.

date 0 date 1 date 2

contract action signals contract action signal consumption
wI a1 y1, z wR a2 y2 w = wR

Figure 2: Time line for renegotiation of a long-term contract.

The renegotiation offer introduces career concerns similar to those present with short-term

contracts. That is, the agent will receive a renegotiation offer that includes, in addition to the

reservation certainty equivalent provided by the initial contract, a fraction B ≥ 0 of his revised

expected ability. We assume wR satisfies

CE1(w
R|â1, âR2) ≥ CE1(w

I |â1, âI2)+BE1[θ|â1].
(4)

The initial contract determines in part the renegotiation offer, but it need not be renegotiation-

proof.12 When accepting the initial contract, the agent rationally anticipates the renegotiation offer

11This commitment assumption reflects common executive compensation practices that include deferred compen-
sation forfeited by managers when leaving before the end of the contract term (which commits the manager) and
‘golden parachutes’ that specify payments to managers if their employment is terminated early (which commit the
firm). For an analysis without such commitment, see, for example, Christensen et al. (2003).

12The renegotiation-proofness principle applies when all the information is contractible, and B = 0 (see
Şabac 2007). When there is non-contractible information, there will be non-trivial renegotiation of initial contracts
(see, e.g., Christensen et al. 2013). Non-trivial renegotiation of initial contracts may also occur if there are career
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wR that determines the agent’s equilibrium payoff. Consequently, we state the initial participation

constraint at t = 0 in terms of the renegotiation offer:

CE(wR|â1, â2) ≥ 0 . (5)

The contracts are optimal and satisfy the interim participation constraints given a set of actions

and associated incentive rates that implement those actions, but without making any claims as to

the optimality of those induced actions from the principal’s perspective. The time-consistent equi-

librium in which the induced actions are the optimal ones at each contracting stage given available

information is then simply a particular case of the more general scenario with exogenously chosen

implementable actions. Thus, in all cases, the incentive rates will be the optimal ones, conditional

on exogenously given implementable actions, see, e.g. Christensen, Şabac, and Tian (2010).

III Effective incentives and implicit aggregation

We now derive the optimal short-term contracts and long-term contracts with renegotiation. This

allows us to determine the total, or effective incentives on the contractible information (explicit)

and on the non-contractible information (implicit). We then separate the implicit incentives into

incentive externalities that are not controllable by the principal and controllable implicit incentives.

Effective incentives

In what follows, the conditional expectations at the interim date will be used extensively:

E1[y2|â1, â2] = α1(â1, â2) + Λy1 + Γz

E1[θ|â1] = α2(â1) + φ · y1 + ψ · z ,
(6)

concerns even when all information is contractible.
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where αi(·) is a catch-all constant. The coefficients Λ and φ capture the correlation between the

first-period performance measures y1 and second-period performance y2 and managerial ability θ,

respectively, while controlling for the information in z. Similarly, the coefficients Γ and ψ capture

the correlation between the non-contractible information z and second-period performance y2 and

managerial ability θ, respectively, while controlling for the information in y1.

Because short-term contracts with interim participation constraint (2) or renegotiation of long-

term contracts subject to the renegotiation constraint (4) introduce implicit incentives, the agent

faces effective (or total) incentives that consist of explicit and implicit incentives. We begin by

determining the effective incentives and the induced actions for given explicit incentives (all nec-

essary proofs are in the Appendix).

Lemma 1 For given incentive rates v1, v2 in a sequence of short-term contractsw1, w2, the agent’s

total compensation is

w1 + w2 = f1 + v1 · y1 + f2 + v2 · y2

= f1 − v2 · α1 +Bα2 + κ(â2) + 1
2
r var1(w2)

+ (v1 +Bφ− Λ∗v2) · y1 + (Bψ − Γ∗v2) · z + v2 · y2 .

(7)

The actions induced by the short-term contracts with explicit incentive rates v1, v2 are

∇a1κ(a1) = M∗
1 v

e
1 +M∗vez = M∗

1 (v1 +Bφ− Λ∗v2) +M∗(Bψ − Γ∗v2)

∇a2κ(a2) = M∗
2 v

e
2 = M∗

2 v2 .

(8)

The implicit incentives arise from the fixed second-period wage f2, that is set to satisfy the

interim participation constraint (2). With short-term contracts, the effective incentive ve2 on y2 is

the same as the explicit incentive v2, ve2 = v2, and there are no incentive externalities with regards

to a2. By contrast, the effective incentive on y1 is ve1 = v1 + Bφ − Λ∗v2 and consists of the

explicit incentive v1, and an implicit incentive including two first-period incentive externalities: a

fixed effect of career concerns Bφ, and a ratchet effect−Λ∗v2 due to the inter-temporal correlation
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of the performance measures. Thus, if B > 0 and φ > 0, career concerns increase the agent’s

effective first-period incentives, whereas—with positively correlated performance measures—the

ratchet effect reduces the effective first-period incentives.

We refer to these as incentive externalities because at the start of the first period when w1 is set,

they are either exogenously fixed by the contracting environment (career concerns) or depend on

second-period decisions the principal cannot commit to and must rationally anticipate (in this case

the ratchet effect is due to second-period incentives).

The effective incentive on z is entirely an implicit incentive, because z is not contractible but

the second-period wage implicitly depends on z ex ante. The implicit incentive vez = Bψ − Γ∗v2

also consists of two incentive externalities: a fixed effect of career concerns Bψ and a ratchet

effect −Γ∗v2 due to the inter-temporal correlation of z with the second-period performance mea-

sures. As with the effective first-period incentives above, if B > 0 and ψ > 0, career concerns

increase the implicit incentives on the non-contractible information z, whereas—with positively

correlated second-performance and non-contractible information—the ratchet effect reduces the

implicit incentives on z.

We now turn to long-term contracts subject to the renegotiation and career concerns.

Lemma 2 For given incentive rates vI1, vI2 and vR2 in a sequence of renegotiated long-term con-

tracts wI , wR, subject to constraint (4), the agent’s final total compensation is

wR = fI + vI2 · α1 − vR2 · α1 +Bα2

− κ(âI2)− 1
2
r var1(w

I) + κ(âR2) + 1
2
r var1(w

R) + vR2 · y2

+ [vI1 +Bφ+ Λ∗(vI2 − vR2)] · y1 + [Bψ + Γ∗(vI2 − vR2)] · z .

(9)

The actions induced by the long-term contracts with explicit incentive rates vI1, vI2 and vR2 are

∇a1κ(a1) = M∗
1 v

e
1 +M∗vez

= M∗
1 [vI1 +Bφ+ Λ∗(vI2 − vR2)] +M∗ [Bψ + Γ∗(vI2 − vR2)]

∇a2κ(a2) = M∗
2 v

e
2 = M∗

2 vR2 .

(10)
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Thus, the effective incentive on y2 is the same as the explicit incentive vR2, ve2 = vR2, whereas

the effective incentive on y1 is ve1 = vI1 + Bφ + Λ∗(vI2 − vR2). The effective (implicit) incentive

on z is vez = Bψ + Γ∗(vI2 − vR2). The incentive externalities in the effective incentives on first-

period performance and non-contractible information are the same as those present with short-term

contracts: a fixed effect of career concerns, Bφ or Bψ, and a ratchet effect −Λ∗vR2 or −Γ∗vR2.

With long-term contracts, however, the effective incentives include one more term, Λ∗vI2 or

Γ∗vI2, that is not an externality because the principal controls vI2. Each term represents the por-

tion of expected total compensation that renegotiation ‘locks in’ upon observation of first-period

performance y1 or non-contractible information z, respectively. The principal does not have a

commitment problem with respect to vI2 because that is the second-period incentive rate offered

in the initial contract. The fact that vI2 will be replaced in renegotiation by vR2 makes it a ‘free

parameter’ for the principal in the first period. Most importantly for our purposes, vI2 allows the

principal some degree of control over the implicit incentives on z.13

The principal is only constrained by incentive externalities at the initial date when setting incen-

tives for first-period effort a1 as shown in (8) and (10). With short-term contracts, the principal can

attain any effective incentive rate on the first-period performance y1 by freely choosing v1, see (8).

By contrast, with short-term contracts, the effective incentive on the non-contractible information

z is entirely determined by the two incentive externalities, and is fixed.

With long-term contracts, the principal can also attain any effective incentive rate on the first-

period performance y1 by freely choosing vI1, see (10). However, the space of attainable effective

incentive rates on the k non-contractible signals z is

Vez ≡
{
vez ∈ Rk|vez = Bψ + Γ∗x,∀x ∈ Rn

}
. (11)

The principal chooses the effective incentive rates vez in the space Vez through the choice at t =

13When z is contractible, vI2 is redundant because first-period incentives can be fully controlled through the in-
centive rate vI1 on first-period performance, which in this case also includes z. Similarly, with short-term contracts,
any fixed effects of career concerns, or the ratchet effect, can be fully neutralized through the incentive rate v1 on
first-period performance, which also includes z.
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0 of the difference between the incentive rates on the second-period contractible signals y2 in

the initial contract, vI2, and the renegotiated contract, vR2, i.e., x = vI2 − vR2. The principal

controls the incentive rate vI2, and thus only the term Γ∗vI2 in the total effective incentive in (11).

Consequently, the space of controllable incentives on z is

Vz ≡
{
vz ∈ Rk|vz = Γ∗x, ∀x ∈ Rn

}
. (12)

It follows that the principal can always effectively ‘undo’ the incentive externality due to the ratchet

effect−Γ∗vR2, so the attainable effective incentives are constrained only by the incentive external-

ities arising from career concerns, Vez = Bψ + Vz.

Effectively contractible implicit aggregation

The effective (implicit) incentives on the non-contractible information can be equivalently charac-

terized by an effectively contractible implicit aggregation. Indeed, rewriting the variable pay that

depends on z in equation (9), we have vez ·z = [Bψ+Γ∗(vI2−vR2)]·z = (Bψ−Γ∗vR2)·z+vI2 ·Γz.

As the principal can freely choose the incentive rate vI2 on the n-dimensional vector Γz, the ag-

gregate Γz is effectively contractible.

Definition 1 An aggregate Υz of the non-contractible signals is effectively contractible if, condi-

tional on the non-contractible information z being observable,

(a) The implementable actions (a1, a2) are the same as if Υz were directly contractible.

(b) Any implementable actions (a1, a2) can be induced at the same cost as if Υz were directly

contractible.

In addition, an effectively contractible aggregate Υz is a an incentive sufficient aggregate if the

same actions can be implemented at the same cost when Υz is observed instead of z.

To illustrate, we assume two tasks and two performance measures in each period. The non-

contractible signal is also two-dimensional, so that m = n = k = 2. The performance measures
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are yt = Mtat + εt and the non-contractible information is z = Ma1 + θe + ς , where e = [1 , 1]∗

and θ is managerial ability as before. The variance-covariance matrix of (y2, θ, z) is

Σ(y2, θ, z) =



σ2
ε21

0 0 γ11 γ12

0 σ2
ε22

0 γ21 γ22

0 0 σ2
θ σ2

θ σ2
θ

γ11 γ21 σ2
θ σ2

θ + σ2
ς1

σ2
θ

γ12 γ22 σ2
θ σ2

θ σ2
θ + σ2

ς2


.

That is, we assume managerial ability does not affect the contractible performance measures, θ is

uncorrelated with y1 and y2, and y1 is uncorrelated with y2, but z (or more precisely ς) is correlated

with y214. It follows that E1[y2] = α1 +Γz, E1[θ] = α2 +ψ ·z, and the space of attainable incentive

rates on z is Vez = {vez ∈ R2|vez = Bψ + Γ∗x,∀x ∈ R2}, where

ψ =
σ2
θ

σ2
θσ

2
ς1

+ σ2
θσ

2
ς2

+ σ2
ς1
σ2
ς2

 σ2
ς2

σ2
ς1

 and

Γ =
1

σ2
θσ

2
ς1

+ σ2
θσ

2
ς2

+ σ2
ς1
σ2
ς2

 (γ11 − γ12)σ2
θ + γ11σ

2
ς2
−(γ11 − γ12)σ2

θ + γ12σ
2
ς1

(γ21 − γ22)σ2
θ + γ21σ

2
ς2
−(γ21 − γ22)σ2

θ + γ22σ
2
ς1

 .
To see that contract renegotiation may only allow effective contracting on a particular aggrega-

tion of z, we assume γ11 = γ22 = γ, and γ12 = γb, γ21 = γ/b. Then Γ has rank one (the rows of Γ

are linearly dependent) and can be written as

Γ = Γ1Υ =
γ
(
σ2
θ + σ2

ς2
− bσ2

θ

)
σ2
θσ

2
ς1

+ σ2
θσ

2
ς2

+ σ2
ς1
σ2
ς2

 1

1/b

[ 1
bσ2

θ + bσ2
ς1
− σ2

θ

σ2
θ + σ2

ς2
− bσ2

θ

]
,

where Υ =
[
1 , (bσ2

θ + bσ2
ς1
− σ2

θ)/(σ
2
θ + σ2

ς2
− bσ2

θ)
]
. That is, each of the two components of Γz

is a multiple of Υz. In this case, q = 1 < k = n = 2 implies the conditional expectations of

14Allowing ability to affect the contractible performance measures complicates the analysis without providing
additional insights.
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both second-period performance measures y21, y22 depend on z = (z1, z2) through the same linear

aggregation Υz or some multiple thereof, i.e. the two components (signals) of z have the same

relative weights when forecasting the two components of y2 (both rows in Γ equal a multiple of

Υ). Then the aggregate Υz is effectively contractible—the agency is as well of as if Υz were

directly contractible.

Effective contractibility only captures the principal’s scope of control over the agent’s incen-

tives, without the stronger requirement that the effectively contractible aggregate be substituted for

the non-contractible information without affecting the agency. If assessing expected managerial

ability places the same relative weights on the two signals in z, i.e. ψ is proportional to Υ, then the

agent’s incentives to work on bolstering assessed ability can be effectively countered by putting a

negative weight on Υz. In this case Υz is an incentive sufficient aggregate because observing z

does not add anything to observing only the aggregate Υz. In contrast, the effectively contractible

aggregate may not be substituted for the non-contractible information when the latter creates career

concerns which the former cannot offset, and is thus not an incentive sufficient aggregate.

To to illustrate this last point, let b = 1, such that Υ =
[
1 , σ2

ς1
/σ2

ς2

]
=
[
σ2
ς2
, σ2

ς1

]
/σ2

ς2
and it

is easily seen that π = Bσ2
ς2

(σ2
θ/γ) can be chosen such that Bψ = Υ∗π. Thus, when b = 1, ψ is

spanned by Υ, and Υz is an incentive sufficient aggregate.

The effective incentives on z consist of the incentive externality Bψ and the implicit incentives

controllable by the principal, Γ∗(vI2 − vR2), which make up the subspace spanned by the rows of

Υ. When b = 1 this subspace is the one-dimensional line along the vector ψ (ψ and Υ are collinear

but of different length) as depicted in Figure 3.

This has two consequences: 1) the principal cannot effectively contract on z; 2) because this

subspace includes the fixed incentive externality Bψ, career concerns have no real effects—they

can always be undone by the principal. When b = 1, the space of effective incentives is Vez =

{vez ∈ R2|vez = Bψ + (ΓqΥ)∗ x, ∀x ∈ R1} = {vez ∈ R2|vez = vψ,∀v ∈ R1}. That is, any effective

contract can be written as f + v1 · y1 + vψ · z+ vR2 · y2, and the principal can choose any weight v

on ψ · z. In this case the effective incentives on z are fully controllable by the principal, Vez = Vz.
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Figure 3: Attainable effective incentives on z when ψ is spanned by the rows of Υ.

In other words, the agency problem with career concerns is equivalent to one where the principal

can contract on a linear aggregation of the components of z and there are no career concerns—

observing z in addition to Υz does not add anything and Υz is an incentive sufficient aggregate.

This linear aggregation, however, is fixed and entirely determined by the contractible performance

measures and how they relate with the non-contractible signals—similar in nature to contracting

on stock price, which is another particular aggregation of the observable signals.

The subspace Vz = {vz ∈ R2|vz = Υ∗x,∀x ∈ R1} represents the portion of effective incen-

tives that the principal can control and is depicted by the line through the origin denoted Vz in

Figure 4. When b 6= 1, ψ is not spanned by the rows of Υ, and the space of attainable effective

incentive rates on the non-contractible signals z is

Vez =
{
vez ∈ R2|vez = Bψ + Υ∗x,∀x ∈ R1

}
= Bψ + Vz.

That is, Vez is the one-dimensional row space of the aggregation matrix Υ = [Iq,Ω] translated

by the incentive externality Bψ. In Figure 4, Bψ is not in the subspace Vz spanned by the rows

of Υ and Vez is a line parallel to Vz. The spaces Vz and Vez also represent the agent’s implicit

incentives when observing only Υz or z, respectively. It is then evident we cannot replace z by

the contractible aggregate Υz without affecting the agency because the impact of the incentive
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Figure 4: Attainable effective incentives on z when ψ is not spanned by the rows of Υ.

externality cannot be neutralized (observing z adds to the agent’s incentives)—the aggregate Υz is

effectively contractible but not incentive sufficient. Thus, career concerns have real effects in this

example.

Whereas Γz is an n-dimensional effectively contractible aggregate, Γ has rank q ≤ k, and the

space of attainable incentives on z, Vez , has dimension q ≤ k ≤ n. This suggests the principal has

q degrees of freedom in controlling incentives on z and there may be a q-dimensional effectively

contractible aggregate that matches the principal’s scope of control. That is, there may be a ‘min-

imal’ aggregation of the information in z that is effectively contractible.15 We next characterize

such an aggregate of z, including conditions such that it is an incentive sufficient aggregate.

Assume without loss of generality that the non-contractible signals are ordered such that the

first q columns of Γ are linearly independent, i.e., Γ =
[
Γq,Γk−q

]
, where Γq has rank q. Let Ω be

the (q×(k−q))-matrix that determines the columns of Γk−q as linear combinations of the columns

in Γq, i.e., Γk−q = ΓqΩ. As a consequence, Γ = Γq [Iq,Ω], where Iq denotes the q-dimensional

identity matrix. We define Υ := [Iq,Ω] so that Γ = ΓqΥ.

Proposition 1 Assume the number of non-contractible signals z is less than or equal to the number

of contractible signals yt in each period, k ≤ n, and that Γ has rank q ≤ k.

15Minimal aggregation of performance measures is also considered by Şabac and Yoo (2016), but in the context of
contractible information in a multi-task agency.
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A. The q-dimensional aggregate Υz of the non-contractible signals is effectively contractible

with long-term contracts, where Υ = [Iq,Ω].

B. The aggregate Υz is an incentive sufficient aggregate if, and only if, the incentive externality

caused by career concerns Bψ (equivalently the vector ψ) is spanned by the rows of Υ =

[Iq,Ω], i.e., there exists a (q × 1) -vector π such that Bψ = Υ∗π. The total surplus is

independent of career concerns (B), if, and only if, Υz is an incentive sufficient aggregate.

Part A of Proposition 1 characterizes an implicit aggregation of the non-contractible informa-

tion that is effectively contractible through contract renegotiation. In general, Γz is the portion of

forecasted second-period performance that is based on the non-contractible information z. Observ-

ing the aggregate Γz instead of z is just as good in forecasting second-period performance because

E[y2|â1, â2, y1, z] = α1(â1, â2) + Λy1 + Γz = E[y2|â1, â2, y1,Γz]. By a similar argument, the

aggregate Υz can always be substituted for z in forecasting y2 because Υz is a sufficient statistic

for Γz (by construction, since Γ = ΓqΥ). By a slight abuse of language we will also refer to Υz as

a forecast of future performance based on observed non-contractible information.16

If Γ has full rank k, then z itself is effectively contractible and also an incentive sufficient

aggregate. Indeed, since (k × k)-matrix ΓΓ∗ is invertible, the space of attainable effective incentive

rates Vez is the full k-dimensional linear space Rk, because for any vez ∈ Rk, we can find incentive

rates on the second-period contractible signals y2 in the initial contract vI2 such that the effective

incentive rates on z is vez , i.e., vI2 = (ΓΓ∗)−1 Γ (vez −Bψ) + vR2. In other words, the principal

can obtain any desired effective incentive on z, vz, by suitably choosing explicit incentives on the

contractible second-period performances y2 in the initial contract, i.e., vI2, such that the effective

incentive (which includes career concerns and explicit incentives), i.e., vez = Bψ + Γ∗(vI2 − vR2),

is equal to vz. If n = k = 1, then Γ is a scalar and (unless y2 and z are uncorrelated) z is always

effectively contractible.
16The forecasted second-period performance Γz is effectively contractible because the incentive on second-period

performance vI2 in the initial contract sets a payment—based on expected future performance conditional on observing
z at the intermediate date—as part of the final renegotiated contract. By having unrestricted control of vI2, the principal
has unrestricted control of implicit incentives on the forecast Γz, or equivalently of implicit incentives v = vI2Γq on
Υz (because vI2Γ = vI2ΓqΥ).
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Conversely, if z is effectively contractible, then the attainable incentives on z are the full space

Rk, Vez = Vz = Rk, and that implies Γ has full rank k (see (11) and (12)). Consequently, z is

effectively contractible, if, and only if Γ has full rank.

To illustrate the effective contractibility of z, assume in the example introduced earlier that

γ11 = γ22 = γ 6= 0, while γ12 = γ21 = 0, such that the implicit aggregation is characterized by

Γ =
γ

σ2
θσ

2
ς1

+ σ2
θσ

2
ς2

+ σ2
ς1
σ2
ς2

 σ2
θ + σ2

ς2
−σ2

θ

−σ2
θ σ2

θ + σ2
ς1

 .

In this case the rows of Γ are linearly independent such that Γ has full rank equal to the number of

non-contractible signals (k = 2) and z is effectively contractible with renegotiation of long-term

contracts. That is, the space of attainable effective incentive rates on the k non-contractible signals

z is Vez = {vez ∈ R2|vez = Υ∗x, ∀x ∈ R2} = R2 (note that Υ is the identity matrix in this case).

On the other hand, if Γ has rank q < k, the space Vez has dimension q and, thus, places

non-trivial restrictions on the attainable effective incentive rates on the non-contractible signals z.

Specifically, the space of attainable effective incentive rates on z is the q-dimensional row space of

Γ translated by the incentive externality vector Bψ, and is thus a q-dimensional affine subspace of

Rk (and does not contain the null vector, as depicted in Figure 4 above).

Part B of Proposition 1 characterizes a necessary and sufficient condition for the effectively

contractible implicit aggregate Υz to be informationally sufficient in the agency: that career con-

cerns have no real effects. The intuition is that incentive externalities based on non-contractible

information, such as career concerns, have real effects if, and only if, the incentive externalities

cannot be spanned within the principal’s effective scope of control over the implicit incentives

based on the same non-contractible information. In other words, career concerns matter only when

they arise from non-contractible information that cannot be brought under the principal’s scope of

control via implicit incentives.17 Otherwise, career concerns do not matter, and the agency prob-

17From equation (9) it can be seen that the incentive externalities arising from career concerns Bψ cannot be
brought under the principal’s control when there is no vI2 such that Bψ = Γ∗vI2 = Υ∗(Γq)∗vI2. That is, vI2 cannot
be chosen such that vez · z = [Bψ + Γ∗(vI2 − vR2)] · z = Γ∗v · z = v · Γz, for an arbitrary v, and thus observing z
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lem is equivalent to one where the non-contractible information is substituted by a contractible

incentive sufficient aggregate—instead of z the contracting parties observe Υz.

If the incentive externality caused by career concerns Bψ is in the row space of Γ, then the

space of attainable incentive rates on z is the q-dimensional row space of Γ, which is a subspace of

Rk (and contains the null vector, as depicted in Figure 3 above). The point is that when the latter

condition is satisfied, then career concerns can be offset. That is, a vI2 can be chosen such thatBψ ·

z + vI2 · Γz = 0. Thus, even though the non-contractible signals z are not effectively contractible

with long-term contracts, it is possible to effectively contract on an aggregate of these signals with

long-term contracts, and it may be possible that career concerns have no real effects. At the same

time, ψ ·z represents the portion of assessed managerial ability that is based on the non-contractible

information z. When ψ is spanned by the rows of Υ (or equivalently Γ), the expected managerial

ability can equally well be inferred from the aggregate Υz as from the non-contractible information

z itself. Indeed, if ψ = Υ∗π, we have that ψ ·z = π ·Υz and E[θ|â1, â2, y1, z] = E[θ|â1, â2, y1,Υz].

In this case, Υz is simultaneously sufficient for forecasting second-period performance and for

estimating managerial ability. Consequently, observing the aggregate Υz can be substituted for

observing z without affecting the agency, that is Υz is an incentive sufficient aggregate. Moreover,

as the forecast Υz is effectively contractible and sufficient for estimating managerial ability, it can

also be used to undo any incentive externalities arising from career concerns.

In general, the implemented actions and the total surplus only depend on the effective incen-

tive rates, vez , on the non-contractible signal, z, the incentive rates on the first-period contractible

signals, y1, and on the incentive rates on the second-period contractible signals, y2, in the renegoti-

ated contract at t = 1, where the latter are independent of the incentive rates in the initial contract

offered at t = 0. In other words, the principal’s decision problem at t = 0 can be represented as

choosing a long-term linear contract, w = f + v1y1 + vzz + v2y2, subject to the constraints that

v2 must equal vR2, and vz must be in the space Vez (see (11)). The principal’s choice of f and v1 is

otherwise only constrained by the participation and incentive compatibility constraints.

gives rise to externalities.
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Equivalently, the effective contractibility of Υz means that the principal’s decision problem at

t = 0 can be represented as choosing a long-term linear contract, w = f+Bψz+v1y1+vΥz+v2y2,

subject only to the constraint that v2 must equal vR2. The principal’s choice of f, v1, and v is

otherwise only constrained by the participation and incentive compatibility constraints. When Υz

is incentive sufficient, the principal’s decision problem at t = 0 can be represented as choosing a

long-term linear contract, w = f + v1y1 + vΥz+ v2y2, subject subject to the same constraints—in

this case there are no career concerns.

Long-term vs. short-term contracts

Not surprisingly, when all information at date t = 1 is contractible, the incentive externalities can

all be undone and the short-term and long-term contract settings are equivalent.

Corollary 1 Assume all available performance information consists of the contractible perfor-

mance measures y1 and y2, and consider the two contract settings with either a sequence of short-

term contracts subject to the participation constraint (2) or a long-term contract subject to the

renegotiation constraint (4). Then, any actions (a1, a2) that can be implemented in one of the two

contract settings can be implemented in the other setting with the same effective incentive rates for

the two performance measures y1 and y2, and at the same cost. The total surplus is the same in

both contract settings, and it is independent of career concerns (B).

Corollary 1 generalizes similar results in Gibbons and Murphy (1992) and Meyer and Vick-

ers (1997), who only have contractible performance measures and focus on short-term contracts.

It establishes that in both the short- and long-term contract settings, the incentive externalities aris-

ing from career concerns and surplus sharing do not play a substantive role when all information is

contractible. The optimal effective incentives for given actions and, consequently, the total surplus,

are independent of the parameter B. The main insight is that, whereas the short- and long-term

contracts may have different explicit incentives, the effective incentives are the same, and only

these determine the total surplus.
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When the information available to the labor market is also directly contractible and, thus, can be

included in incentive contracts, inefficient incentives arising from the agent’s career concerns (such

as myopia) can be fully mitigated by the principal via explicit incentives. Then, career concerns

have no real effects—it is only a matter of how effective incentives are allocated between explicit

and implicit incentives. On the other hand, the labor market may rely on performance-relevant

information that is not directly contractible and, thus, cannot be directly included in incentive

contracts. Non-contractible information opens the door for career concerns to have real effects,

and renegotiation of long-term contracts facilitates implicit contracting on such information.

We now compare the short- and long-term contract settings when contracts cannot be written

on z. When all the observable information is contractible, the same actions could be induced with

the same effective incentives and risk premia by either short-term or long-term contracts. This does

not hold when there are non-contractible signals. Both types of contracts yield implicit incentives

on z, but the degree to which the principal can control these incentives differs.

The implicit incentive on z with short-term contracts, i.e., vez = Bψ − Γ∗v2, is a single vec-

tor in the space Vez (see (11)) of attainable incentives under long-term contracting and cannot be

controlled by the principal. The second-period incentive v2 is set after z is observed and, thus, is

entirely determined by the posterior beliefs at t = 1. In other words, the principal cannot control

either the relative weights in the aggregation of the signals z or the intensity applied to this ag-

gregation. With short-term contracts, the non-contractible signals create an incentive externality

which cannot be mitigated by the principal. This leads to the following result.

Corollary 2 The non-contractible signals z are not effectively contractible with short-term con-

tracts, the total surplus depends on career concerns, and the principal strictly prefers long-term

contracts to short-term contracts (except in knife-edge cases).

To illustrate, consider again the example above with γ11 = γ22 = γ 6= 0 and γ12 = γ21 =

0, such that Γ has full rank k = 2, and z is effectively contractible with long-term contracts.

Under short-term contracting, the implicit incentive on z is vez = Bψ − Γ∗v2. This is an incentive

externality that the principal cannot control. Thus, z is not effectively contractible with short-term
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contracts. Consequently, long-term contracts clearly dominate short-term contracts. Effectively

contracting on z enables the principal to: 1) undo any incentive externality on z arising from

career concerns; 2) improve congruity as the principal can offer any relative incentive weights on

the performance measures when the manager undertakes two tasks (as long as the vectors M1 and

M are not collinear); and 3) improve risk sharing.18

Conditional on z being observed, the possibility of writing long-term contracts is generally

advantageous. This simply derives from the fact that writing long-term contracts allows for more

possibilities and is independent of whether z is effectively contractible or not. In Figure 4, the

vector v̄ez = Bψ − v̄z represents the fixed incentive on z that the principal cannot control with

short-term contracts, whereas Vez is the space of attainable incentives with long-term contracts.

Whether it is optimal to observe z in the first place is another matter as the implicit incentives on z

can work to the advantage as well as to the disadvantage of the agency.

Observing z has a negative effect if contracts are short-term and M = M2 = 0 (such that

vR2 = 0). In this case, the updating of beliefs pertaining to θ introduces uninsurable career risk,

Bψ · z, without supplying incentives for first-period effort. Consequently, mandatory disclosure

of z is detrimental to economic efficiency under these assumptions as in Autrey, Dikolli, and

Newman (2007). However, if z is effectively contractible through long-term contracts (Γ or Υ is

of full rank k), then this conclusion is reversed, and thus the ranking of information systems will

depend on whether short- or long-term contracts are used.19

Regardless of whether career concerns have real effects, control over implicit incentives is

valuable in providing insurance against the randomness in yt (when Mt 6= 0). These incentives can

be optimally controlled only with long-term contracts by effectively contracting on an aggregate of

z and allowing some separate control over insurance and incentives. With short-term contracts, the

18If all signals, z and the performance measures yt in each period, are single dimensional, then z is effectively
contractible if cov(y2, z) 6= 0 because the rank of Γ is one. Thus, when signals are single-dimensional, career
concerns play a role only if cov(y2, z) = 0 or if long-term contracting is disallowed.

19The value of information rationing under renegotiation as a partial remedy for lack of commitment has been
extensively studied but is outside the scope of our study. See, for example, Demski (1998), Demski and Frimor (1999),
Indjejikian and Nanda (1999), Christensen, Demski, and Frimor (2002), Christensen et al. (2003, 2005), Arya and
Mittendorf (2011), and Christensen et al. (2013). A ranking of information systems under renegotiation of long-term
contracts when all information is contractible is presented in Şabac (2015).
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effective incentive on z is fixed as the single point (vector) v̄ez on the line Vez , whereas with long-

term contracts, the principal can choose from all points (vectors) along the line Vez (see Figure 4).

This is similar to the problem of controlling two tasks with a single performance measure, where

issues of congruity arise. Adding a second performance measure may remove those problems. The

same happens here, but one task is motivating at, while the other task is adjusting the risk premium

in response to renegotiation and too high an incentive in the second period.

We conclude that long-term contracts with career concerns at renegotiation time dominate

short-term contracts either because they allow a larger space of implementable actions, or be-

cause the same actions can be implemented at a lower risk premium. In both cases the main

factor is that long-term contracts allow a better control of the effective (implicit) incentives on the

non-contractible signals z through renegotiation of the initial contract.

Taken together, Corollaries 1 and 2 imply that, for career concerns to have real effects with

respect to the agent’s actions and the principal’s outcome, there has to be non-contractible infor-

mation that is not effectively contractible, or there have to be exogenous constraints that require

short-term contracts. Otherwise, career concerns only impact explicit incentives without having

any real effects.

IV Conclusion

Managerial incentives are a combination of explicit incentives arising from performance-based

bonus plans, stock and option awards, and implicit incentives arising from career concerns, pro-

motions, or turnover. Performance-relevant information affects incentives in direct and indirect

ways: verifiable and contractible performance measures form the basis of explicit incentive plans

(contracts), whereas unverifiable and thus non-contractible information only provides implicit in-

centives. In this study, we focused on renegotiation of long-term contracts and career concerns as

two channels through which non-contractible performance information can provide incentives. By

controlling explicit incentive contracts, the principal partially controls implicit incentives based on
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unverifiable information.

Two key ingredients make such control possible: long-term contracts and sufficiently many

contractible performance measures that are correlated with the non-contractible information. The

principal effectively controls incentives on an implicit aggregate of the non-contractible infor-

mation, making that aggregate effectively contractible. In our study, the effectively contractible

implicit aggregate is a forecast of future performance based on the non-contractible information.

The verifiable performance measures play a confirmatory role with respect to these forecasts and

facilitate implicit contracting on them. The verifiable performance measures and long-term con-

tracts act as implicit information aggregators in a stewardship setting that is analogous to stock

prices acting as implicit information aggregators in a valuation setting.

We characterized conditions such that externally determined (exogenous) implicit incentives

can be offset by controlling incentives on the implicit aggregation. In such cases, career concerns

do not play a substantive role, even though the non-contractible information is not effectively con-

tractible.20Thus, for career concerns or similar incentive externalities to play a substantive role,

contracts must be either short-term or, with long-term contracts, the external implicit incentives

must fall outside the principal’s scope of control of the non-contractible information, and this gen-

erally requires multiple unverifiable signals. Long-term contracts dominate short-term contracts

and, hence, future analyses of career concerns should either allow for long term-contracts, or pro-

vide compelling reasons why long-term contracts are not feasible.

An important implication of our analysis is that the key pay/performance relationship is that

between total incentive compensation and the effectively contractible performance information.

Career concerns enter into incentives only as a fixed effect depending on the effectively non-

contractible information available. Furthermore, career concerns may or may not have a real effect

on how optimal incentives are structured, depending on whether their fixed effects are spanned by

the effective incentives controlled by the principal.

20We have also established necessary and sufficient conditions for the unverifiable information to be effectively
contractible through renegotiation. They resemble the sufficient conditions in Hermalin and Katz (1991), although the
models are different. In these cases, career concerns play no substantive role.
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Another implication is that there are two sides to performance measure controllability. One

side, the basis of the controllability principle (Antle and Demski 1988) refers to whether the man-

ager’s actions have any impact on the performance measures, so that the manager ‘controls’ those

performance measures. The other side is whether the principal has control over the incentives that

a performance measure provides. This is particularly important with non-contractible information,

where the possibilities range from no control to effective contractibility.

A Appendix: Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1. Because the interim participation constraint (2) is binding, the second-period

fixed wage is

f2 = −v2 · E1[y2|â1, â2] +BE1[θ|a1] + κ(â2) + 1
2
r var1(w2). (13)

Substituting in the conditional expectations (6) and gathering the terms that depend on y1 we have

f2 = −v2 · α1 +Bα2 + κ(â2) + 1
2
r var1(w2) + (Bφ− Λ∗v2) · y1 + (Bψ − Γ∗v2) · z .

Substituting in the agent’s total compensation for the two periods yields (7).

We next determine the agent’s optimal choice of effort at = (at1, at2, . . . , atm) in response to

the effective incentives determined above. Since productive effort is not observable and not directly

contractible, the agent’s action choice maximizes his certainty equivalent of compensation, which

in this case is equivalent to at satisfying the first-order condition

∇atCEt(w1 + w2|a) = ∇atEt[w1 + w2|a]−∇atκ(a) = 0 , (14)

where ∇at denotes the gradient vector of partial derivatives (∂/∂at1, ∂/∂at2, . . . , ∂/∂atm). In

writing the agent’s incentive compatibility constraint, we have used the fact that the action does
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not affect the variance of compensation. From (14) it follows that the actions induced by the

sequence of short-term contracts that satisfy the interim participation constraint (2) and have given

explicit incentive rates v1, v2 are those in (8). �

Proof of Lemma 2. For given incentive rates vI1, vI2 and vR2, the renegotiation constraint (4) is

binding and determines the fixed wage in the renegotiation offer wR = fR + vR2 · y2:

fR = fI − κ(âI2)− 1
2
r var1(w

I) + κ(âR2) + 1
2
r var1(w

R) + vI1 · y1

+ vI2 · E1[y2|â1, âI2] − vR2 · E1[y2|â1, âR2] + BE1[θ|â1] . (15)

Substituting in the conditional expectations (6) and gathering the terms that depend on y1 we have

fR = fI + vI2 · α1(â1, âI2)− vR2 · α1(â1, âR2) +Bα2

− κ(âI2)− 1
2
r var1(w

I) + κ(âR2) + 1
2
r var1(w

R)

+ [vI1 +Bφ+ Λ∗(vI2 − vR2)] · y1 + [Bψ + Γ∗(vI2 − vR2)] · z .

(16)

The renegotiation offer is then wR = fR + vR2 · y2 and is given by(9). It follows that the actions

induced by a long-term contract subject to the renegotiation constraint (4) are given by (10). �

Proof of Proposition 1. We first show that Υz is effectively contractible. Since Γ = ΓqΥ, the row

space of Γ is the same as the q-dimensional row space of Υ = [Iq,Ω] because

Vz =
{
v ∈ Rk|v = (ΓqΥ)∗ x,∀x ∈ Rn

}
=
{
v ∈ Rk|v = Υ∗ (Γq)∗ x,∀x ∈ Rn

}
=
{
v ∈ Rk|v = Υ∗x, ∀x ∈ Rq

}
,

where the last equality follows from the fact that Γq has full column rank q. It follows that, for any

incentive weight on z that the principal can fully control, v = Γ∗vI2, there exists x ∈ Rq such that

v = Υ∗x. In other words, v · z = Γ∗vI2 · z = Υ∗x · z, or equivalently v · z = vI2 · Γz = x · Υz.

Thus, Υz is effectively contractible.

To determine whether Υz is a sufficient incentive aggregate, we need to determine whether the
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effective incentives attainable on z are affected by replacing z with Υz. First, we note that the

posterior beliefs about y2 at renegotiation time do not change if we replace z by Υz. To see this,

it suffices to prove that E[y2|z, y1] = E[y2|Υz, y1] because then the conditional variances are also

the same, var(y2|z, y1) = var(y2 − E[y2|z, y1]) = var(y2 − E[y2|Υz, y1]) = var(y2|Υz, y1).

Since E[y2|z, y1] = α1 + Λy1 + Γz, we can write y2 = α1 + Λy1 + Γz + (y2 − E[y2|z, y1]).

Taking conditional expectations with respect to (Υz, y1) yields

E[y2|Υz, y1] = E[α1 + Λy1 + Γz|Υz, y1] + E[(y2 − E[y2|z, y1]) |Υz, y1] .

Because Γ = ΓqΥ, it follows that E[α1 + Λy1 + Γz|Υz, y1] = α1 + Λy1 + ΓqΥz = E[y2|z, y1].

To complete the proof that E[y2|z, y1] = E[y2|Υz, y1], note that E[(y2 − E[y2|z, y1]) |Υz, y1] = 0

by the law of iterated expectations. Indeed, writing the conditional expectations with respect to

the σ-algebras generated by the available information, we note that σ(Υz, y1) ⊆ σ(z, y1) holds

generally for any matrix Υ and implies that E[E[y2|σ(z, y1)]|σ(Υz, y1)] = E[y2|σ(Υz, y1)].

It follows that, absent incentive externalities, B = 0, the effective incentives attainable on z

are the same with observing Υz as with observing z. Indeed, Vez is the row space of Γ, and that

is the same as the q-dimensional row space of the aggregation matrix Υ = [Iq,Ω]. It follows that

Vez is the same with the non-contractible information z as it is with a contractible aggregate Υz.

Consequently, Υz is an incentive sufficient aggregate.

Consider next the setting in Proposition 1 when the incentive externality from career concerns

Bψ is non-zero, but is spanned by the rows in Υ, i.e., there exists a vector π ∈ Rq such that

Bψ = Υ∗π. Then, Vez is the q-dimensional row space of the aggregation matrix Υ = [Iq,Ω], since

Vez =
{
vez ∈ Rk|vez = Υ∗π + (ΓqΥ)∗ x, ∀x ∈ Rn

}
=
{
vez ∈ Rk|vez = Υ∗ (x+ π) , ∀x ∈ Rq

}
=
{
vez ∈ Rk|vez = Υ∗x,∀x ∈ Rq

}
,

where the second equality follows from the fact that Γq has full column rank q, and the last equality

follows from the fact that the sum of any two vectors in Rq also is in Rq. In other words, any impact
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of incentive externalities due to career concerns can be neutralized if these are linearly dependent

on the aggregate Υz of the non-contractible signals. Thus, the principal’s decision problem at

t = 0 can be represented as choosing a long-term linear contract, w = f + v1y1 + vΥz + v2y2,

subject only to the constraint that v2 must equal vR2. Everything is as if there are no incentive

externalities, and Υz is an incentive sufficient aggregate.21

Now turn to the setting in Proposition 1 when the incentive externality caused by career con-

cerns Bψ is not spanned by the rows of Υ. Then, Vez is the q-dimensional row space of the aggre-

gation matrix Υ = [Iq,Ω] translated by the incentive externality because

Vez ≡
{
vez ∈ Rk|vez = Bψ + Γ∗x,∀x ∈ Rn

}
=
{
vez ∈ Rk|vez = Bψ + (ΓqΥ)∗ x,∀x ∈ Rn

}
=
{
vez ∈ Rk|vez = Bψ + Υ∗ (Γq)∗ x, ∀x ∈ Rn

}
=
{
vez ∈ Rk|vez = Bψ + Υ∗x,∀x ∈ Rq

}
.

In this case, Υz is not an incentive sufficient aggregate. Indeed, when directly contracting

only on Υz, the space of attainable effective incentive rates is the q-dimensional linear subspace

spanned by the rows of Υ = [Iq,Ω] and differs from the affine space described above.

Replacing z with any other contractible aggregate Υ′z is equivalent to having effective incen-

tives on z in the linear subspace spanned by the rows of Υ′, which can never equal the affine space

Vez characterized above. Thus, there can be no incentive sufficient aggregate of z. In other words,

career concerns and surplus sharing have real effects in this setting because the principal cannot

neutralize the impact of the incentive externalities. �

Proof of Corollary 1. Let a1, a2 be two implementable actions under short-term contracts subject

to the interim participation constraint (2). Let v1, v2 denote the associated explicit incentives in the

two short-term contracts. The effective incentive on y2 is then also v2. It follows that a long-term

contract subject to renegotiation will induce the same action a2 with the same effective incentive v2

21Saying that the aggregate Υz of the non-controllable signals z is effectively contractible is not the same as saying
that the first q non-contractible signals, corresponding to the first linearly independent columns of Γ, are effectively
contractible. Instead, the q-dimensional linear subspace Ve

z of Rk may be “tilted” relative to Rq , because the aggrega-
tion matrix Υ = [Iq,Ω] aggregates all the k > q non-contractible signals using both the identity matrix, Iq , for the
first q non-contractible signals, zq , and redundancy matrix, Ω, for the last k − q non-contractible signals, zk−q , i.e.,
Υz = Iqzq + Ωzk−q .
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as long as v2 = vR2. Obviously, the converse is true because v2 = vR2 will induce the same a2 with

short-term contracts as with a long-term contract subject to renegotiation where the second-period

incentive rate is vR2.

Consider now the effective incentive for the first-period action under short-term contracts, v1 +

Bφ−Λ∗v2, and assume that the second-period incentive in the renegotiation offer under long-term

contracting is as determined before, v2 = vR2. Substituting v2 = vR2 into the effective incentive for

the first-period action under long-term contracts gives vI1 +Bφ+ Λ∗(vI2 − vR2). Setting vI2 = 0

and vI1 = v1 will give the same effective incentive on y1 and the same induced action a1 with a

long-term contract subject to the renegotiation constraint (4). To prove the converse, one simply

works through the effective incentives in reverse order—we leave the details to the reader.

To show that the principal and the agent each get the same payoff under both contract regimes,

we note that (a1, a2) are induced with the same effective incentive rates. Obviously, the agent’s

effort costs are the same, and the risk premia are also the same since the agent’s initial participation

constraints are the same in both settings. �
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